Khalifa Umar bin al-Khattab - Expansion of Islam and Military Campaigns
Adventures Of Taleaha
Taleaha bin Khuwalid was an adventurer. He was the chief of the Bani Asad. He was a poet and a
soothsayer, and commanded respect in Arabia during the days of ignorance.
When the Holy Prophet declared his mission, Taleaha became a vicious enemy of Islam. In the Battle of
the Ditch Taleaha sided with the Quraish, and commanded a contingent of the Bani Asad in the coalition of
the infidels who fought against the Muslims.
In the battle of Khyber he sided with the Jews but was worsted. In 631 A D. when all other Arabian tribes
accepted Islam, he also became a convert to Islam. In 633 A.D. he renounced his allegiance to Islam, and
declared himself to be a prophet. He introduced a new way of prayer in which there were no prostrations.
Many clans of Central Arabia joined him, and soon he became a powerful enemy of Islam.
In the apostasy campaigns, Taleaha was defeated by Khalid bin Walid in the battle of Buzakha. From
Buzakha Taleaha fled to Syria. When Syria was conquered by the Muslims, Taleaha once again became a
convert to Islam.
Later he returned to Arabia, and joined the war against the Persians. In the camp at Qadisiyya, Saad bin
Abi Waqas deputed Taleaha to go to the Persian camp and gather some intelligence.
Taleaha crossed the Ateeq and proceeded in the direction of Najaf. He had hardly gone four or five miles
when he came upon the Persian camp at Kharara.
The men with Taleaha decided to return, but Taleaha moved on and went into the Persian camp. He soon
came upon a beautiful white rent, outside which a beautiful horse stood togethered. Taleaha took the
horse. He cut the ropes of the tent, which collapsed upon the sleeping inmate. A little further he came
across another good horse and a fine tent. He took that horse as well. Here again he cut the ropes of the
tent which fell on the man who slept inside.
A little further there was another horse and a tent. This time again he took the horse, and by cutting the
ropes made the tent collapse. It transpired that these tents lodged gladiators, called 'Hazer Mard', each
gladiator being deemed equal in strength to a thousand men.
Taleaha now outside the Persian camp mounted his own horse and began his return journey leading the
three captured horses. He had not gone far when the three gladiators caught up with him.
Undaunted, Taleaha turned to his pursuers. One of the gladiators challenged him to personal duel, and
Taleaha agreed. The gladiator charged at Taleaha with his lance, but Taleaha side stepped and avoided
the charge. As the Persian hurled past him, Taleaha swung round in his saddle, and plunged his spear in
the back of his adversary who fell down dead.
Next the second Persian champion grappled with Taleaha. He attacked and Taleaha side stepped. Then
Taleaha charged and the Persian champion fell dead.
Then the third champion came forward, and overpowering him, Taleaha rode with him as a captive to the
Muslim camp. Before dawn Taleaha was back in the Muslim camp with three Persian horses and a 'Hazer
Mard' as a captive.

The Persian captive was presented to Saad bin Abi Waqas, and he gave much useful information about
the Persian moves. The Persian champion said on oath that he had seen war ever since he was a boy and
had defeated and killed many champions in his lifetime but he had never seen such a fighter as Taleaha.
Taleaha offered the Persian champion Islam, and he accepted the faith of Islam. In the war that followed
the Persian 'Hazar Mard' fought valiantly by the side of Taleaha.
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